
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Hello my lovelies!        Year 3 Newsletter 04.05.20 

Well, lockdown was a lot easier to cope with in the sunshine, so I hope that by the time you are reading this, we are all 

enjoying brighter days. Lukas and I have been working our way through different games some evenings – though Scrabble 

caused a bit of an argument and might not come back out for a while! I’ve had the sewing machine out to make masks with 

pockets for vacuum bag filters, but the gloomy activity was saved by me using some very pretty fabrics – Miss Hartford 

was very excited with hers – what strange times we are in – but if wearing a mask helps to keep shop-workers safe, then I 

think it’s a very good idea. 

The weekly grid is on our class page as normal, though you will see that I’ve gone a little colour-crazy. It’s supposed to help 

you see what’s what, but you’ll have to let me know what you think. Our new class e-mail is up and running – 

year3@fairwayprimary.co.uk, plus I will be calling all of you over the next few days for a check-in☺. 

Thank-you for the pictures, videos and messages that you’ve been sending in. Special shout-outs this week go to… 

Emily – a brilliant plan of an Iron Age village – I’d move in! 

Lewis – another great Iron Age plan, which was huge and obviously so much work ☺ 

Amber Sm – Birthday Girl, and very excited about her new books… 

Aleeza – an excellent glossary on iron and a cheery attitude! 

Eva – brilliant fractions’ work, really carefully laid out and a super glossary on iron 

Amber St – excellent mental maths 

Jessica and Georgia – sending me an e-mail in French! 

  Stay busy, happy and healthy – and a belated Merry May Day to you all! Ms H-K x 
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Literacy: this week’s writing focus will be 

carrying on with the newspaper reports. We 

are starting a new focus on Charlie and the 

Chocolate factory, and this week you will be 

writing a newspaper report detailing Charlie 

finding the ticket and the day the gates finally 

opened! 

There is a new reading focus on the weekly 

plan, where you will see activities that 

should remind you a little of our Close 

Reading in school. You’ll have a short 

chapter a week, and all the activities will be 

around that. I’ve put you in new reading 

groups, with a different book for each☺. 

 

 

TT Rock Stars: practise daily in the 

bandstand areas and the sound check. 

Challenge each other to competitions: 

who can make it to the top of the 

leader board?  

You should have made inverse cards by 

now, so remember to use them. 

Maths: you’re carrying on with 

fractions this week, looking at 

comparing and ordering fractions. 

 

What’s the time?  

How long till Elevenses?! 

Can you tell the time to the nearest 

minute from an analogue clock? Can you 

work out time durations? 

If you can’t, then get practicing! 

 

 

 

Wider curriculum: we’re exploring hill forts this week, making 

an annotated drawing, plus in art, linked to our Iron Age topic, 

we’ll be looking at weaving. 

In French you are carrying on your work on animals, revising 

your work on colours and learning new adjectives. Get ready to 

meet Roger!  

Don’t forget The Daffodils! How much can you recite now? 

For Science, there will be a frame for you to share your 

results with me on Purple Mash. 

Music: you have a new piece to learn on the recorder, plus 

check out this song from Mrs Rowley 
https://www.singup.org/singupathome/song-of-the-week 

Sing Up has a Song of the Week coming up each week, so raise 

the roof people! 

 

  
  
  

Keep fit and active: the Joe Wicks 

link is on our Weekly Grid, plus 

remember to check out Cosmic Kids 

for yoga. 

Keep creating: there is a new Art in 

the Iron Age project starting, with a 

first look at weaving. Look at the 

PowerPoint on our class page. 

https://www.singup.org/singupathome/song-of-the-week

